SCHNAUZER FRIENDS RESCUES
APPLICATION TO ADOPT A SCHNAUZER FORM v2.5
SCHNAUZER ADOPTION DETAILS
Schnauzer Name
Gender
Age
Type (miniature, giant)
CONTACT DETAILS
Name
Contact Number (cell)
Contact Number (Other)
Email Address
Gender
Age
Physical Address

City/Town
Province
YOUR FAMILY
Please describe your family make up. Who all lives at the property etc. Ages, occupations, amount of time
the family is at home etc. Is anyone home during the day?

YOUR CURRENT PETS
Please describe your current pets. Breed, ages, temperaments, sterilized, microchipped, housetrained,
inside/outside dogs etc.

YOUR PETS LIFE
Please describe a typical day in your (or future) schnauzers life. (typical day, activity, play time, where
they sleep, how often they go to the park/walks etc.). What do you/will you do with your schnauzers when
you go on holiday ?

YOUR PETS FOOD
Please describe what you feed or will feed your schnauzer/s. What type of food, brand, how often. Please
also describe what treats you feed or will feed your schnauzer/s. What types of food will you avoid?

YOUR PROPERTY
Please describe your property. Do you rent/own? How long have you lived there? How big is the house
and garden? Is it secure for a pet? Do you have a pool? Are your pets allowed inside, on the furniture etc.

SCHNAUZER HISTORY
Why do you want to adopt a Schnauzer in particular? Have you owned a Schnauzer before? Have you done
any research on Schnauzers? Why do you think a schnauzer will suit you. Please explain.

WHY THIS SCHNAUZER
Please describe why you think that this particular schnauzer will suit you and your home.

ANY OTHER INFO
Please provide any other info that you feel is relevant for this adoption and why you think we should
choose you.

SCHNAUZER NUTRITION
Have you read the nutrition and health pages on the Schnauzer Friends South Africa website? What do you
think of the nutrition advice provided? What do you think is the best diet for a schnauzer and why?

PHOTOGRAPHS
PLEASE ATTACH SOME PHOTOS of your family, pets, property etc. when you submit your application form.
A picture says a thousand words and will assist our rescue team in knowing more about you.
SCHNAUZER FRIENDS SOUTH AFRICA
Do you know Schnauzer Friends is run by volunteers
schnauzer parents, in their spare time?
How long have you been following the Schnauzer
Friends South Africa Facebook page?
Have you made our world famous liver bread? If
not, why not? If yes, what did you think of it?
Have you attended any of our Schnauzer Friends
South Africa Fun Walks? Which city and how often?
What does naughty schnauzer Thomas always tell
schnauzers to do when they are naughty?
What are the names of Top Schnauzer Supermodel
Rosabella’s two schnauzer brothers?
Top Schnauzer Supermodel Rosabella’s …… is so big
we don’t know how it fits inside her ….? (Complete)
Schnauzers need a loving family and lots of attention. They need to sleep inside and be an active part of
a family. Daily walks are recommended. They should not be left alone for long periods of time. They
need to be part of the family and LOVED lots.
I confirm I have understood and answered all of the above questions truthfully and to the best of my
knowledge:

.....................................................................
Applicant Name

........................................................................
Date

Please email the completed form to schnauzerfriendsza@gmail.com

